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CPPC

Urban Parish

6,000 Homes 16,000 People
7 Parish Wards / 19 councillors and 11 staff
Huge diversity
From affluent wards to ward in lowest quartile of indexes of
deprivation.
55% ethnicity
Surgery and schools at breaking point
School 25 languages and 45% ethnicity
A challenge or !!
Difficulties in integrating some groups.
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CPPC has produced a comprehensive parish appraisal giving a
detailed range of facts
Challenges
Integration is not being achieved
East European communities not interested they tend to be transient
being resident in the parish for between 3 and 6 months
Somali community want isolation in education and socialising
White working class boys fail at a rate higher than any other
grouping
Black African group seeing highest level of unemployment in MK
One parish ward has highest level of AIDS in MK
For us there is a desperate need to tackle the social issues not the
“bricks and mortar”
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These are 3 bullet points which affect us greatly
To maintain a viable democracy Council has to actively to find and
promote BME councillors
Following some difficult media reporting we use our magazine,
website and face book to communicate with our hard to reach
groups
We support a dedicated local radio station which operates on air
and on the internet
We have worked closely with our local equality council on a number
of tailored programmes
We have worked with a local ethnic film group producing films and
videos targeting hard to reach groups
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There are for us Considerable Challenges around many issues which
are not strictly speaking within our remit.
However our parishioners are increasingly turning to us for
understanding and leadership.
Unemployment is for us a big issue, to which we cannot simply say
‘not my job’ and turn away.
Working with our local Equality Council and our local College we
have provided 2 major Employment projects aimed at getting some
of our BME (in particular Black African) community into or back into
employment. But NOT forgetting our indigenous community for
whom we provided a different programme.
A second programme aimed to tackle what is for us a significant
population of Somali womenfolk, aiming to give them some of the
necessary skills to be able to work.
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We have sought to tap into existing net works
Our Flagship Initiative has been the organizing if two ‘diversity
balls’ to one of which we achieved nearly 700 people coming
together.
Preceded by a series of 20 ‘Spotlight on.....’ seminars, taking a
different culture within the Parish, gathering community leaders
together, each group explaining their particular culture, with food
music and dress. The various community leaders then returning to
their own communities and disseminating information.
This successful programme had a significant impact in reducing
community tensions.
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The greatest challenge for us has been the sheer diversity of the
problems, and the management of public expectation across that
diversity.
Drugs like any community in England we face drugs problems.
Whose responsibility is it ? Not the parishes? Principal Authorities Police
Others ? We choose not to turn our backs and say not my job.
A very major problem was the open sale of KHAT (an African drug) openly
on our streets.
Working with our Somali Community the police and our MP we provided
(paid for by council) 2 specific Somali wardens to work in that
community,
We lobbied, took any action open to us to work towards the banning of
Khat, even to going on a cold February Saturday to demonstrate in
Downing Street.
Currently we are working with a number of partners to address the
problem of the numbers of our parishioners who have aids (we have the
highest figure in MK)
Our Initiatives to address this most pernicious of problems have been
Surgeries at our Office to facilitate needle exchange. (Better this than our
children pick them up from bushes) and in the provision of some
educational support.
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A long standing issue for council has been the disparity of age in
the life expectancy of our people.
Life expectancy in our more affluent wards is 10 years longer than
those in our ward with the highest indices of depravation
Other social issues we are seeking to address are lack of fitness,
obesity and poor diet.
To address some of these issues, council has embarked on a green
gym walking project.
Promotes allotments to encourage exercise and healthy eating.
We have recently installed a FULL outdoor gym in our flagship park.
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There is a continual change in social structures.
No change not being an option.
Yes I would contend that the localism bill has not been without
problems in particular the raising of ‘undeliverable aspirations’ in
many areas, coupled with the lack of necessary skills to carry
projects through and insufficient levels of funding
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